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A digital computer program known as SATANS-III is
developed as a modification to the program SATANS-I, incor-
porating the capability to perform free vibration analyses
for the natural frequencies and modes of thin, elastic
shells of revolution. The geometric and material proper-
ties of ,the shell may vary along the meridian. SATANS-III
retains the SATANS-I capability of performing geometrically
nonlinear static and dynamic analyses of arbitrarily loaded
shells. The free vibration analysis employs the inverse
iteration method with spectral shifts, including the capa-
bility to search a specific range of frequencies. Several
example problems are solved to illustrate the program's
validity and accuracy. A user's manual for SATANS-III is
presented. In addition, the problem of handling a large,
strongly banded, unsymmetric and occasionally singular
stiffness matrix in conjunction with a singular mass matrix
is treated. A discussion of several solution procedures
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hp thickness of final edge
ht shell height at axis of revolution
M
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M Q , M Q bending and twisting moments per unit lengthS O So
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m shell mass density, lb-sec /in
m
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N , N OJ N n membrane forces per unit length
s * 8* s6 * b
N Q effective shear forceS r)
p nondimensional pressure load series
coefficient
.
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principal radii of curvature
r normal distance from the axis of shell

r normal distance from shell axis used In
nondlmensional frequency parameter E
r. normal distance from shell axis at
initial edge
r?
normal distance from shell axis at
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s meridional shell coordinate
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s b su
coefficients
t„ nondlmensional thermal membrane force
series coefficients
U, V, W displacements tangent to the meridian,
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6 spectral shift point
Y 9Wp
A distance between finite difference
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(a(KKAX - 1))
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o o
E nondimensional frequency parameter
v Poisson's ratio
£ nondimensional meridional coordinate, s/a
t
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n
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nondimensional series coefficients for
reference surface rotations
oj natural frequency, radians per second
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MATRIX NOTATION
A,B,B,C,E,F,G, 4x4 matrices. Elements of the matrices
G,H,J,P,DEE,DST are defined in Refs. 1 and 2.
e >f>S>g 1x4 load vectors. Elements are defined
in Refs.' 1 and 2.
K system stiffness matrix
t 1x4 boundary condition vector





z 1x4 solution vector
,r
l__l
system solution vector after scaling
and eigenvalue extraction.
A,?T 4x4 boundary condition matrices
y 4x4 mass matrix
[ ] m x n matrix
{ } column vector
row vector
absolute value of a scalar




th . , . .
r r iteration
T transpose of a matrix or vector
' (prime) partial differentiation in the
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The free vibration analysis of shells of revolution
is of major interest to the modern structural analyst since
shells are used in the construction of everything from
spacecraft to nuclear reactors. The modes of free vibra-
tion and the associated natural frequencies are of funda-
mental importance in understanding the dynamic behavior
of shells.
This thesis is devoted to the incorporation of a free
vibration analysis capability in the computer program
known as SATANS (Static And Transient Analysis, Nonlinear,
Shells). The development of SATANS is described in Refs.
1, 2 and 3- In Section II of this thesis a brief descrip-
tion and history of the three versions of SATANS (known
as SATANS, SATANS-I and SATANS-II) is presented. In Section
III a brief explanation of the solution procedure used in
SATANS is given. In Section IV, SATANS-III is developed.
SATANS-III is a modification of SATANS-I incorporating the
capability of a free vibration analysis. Major considera-
tion was given to: (1) matching the vibration analysis
procedure to the present program without the necessity of
reformulating the original program, (2) maintaining the
capability of having the shell material and geometric
properties vary along the meridian, (3) having assurance
of completely covering a frequency range in a given
12

Fourier harmonic. The selection of the inverse iteration
procedure with spectral shifts meets these goals. In
addition, a backup capability to handle unusual situations,
such as a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues, is
Included.
To illustrate the validity of SATANS-III the results
of six analyses of shells of uniform thickness are compared
with published results in Appendix B. In addition new
results showing the analysis of a shell of linearly varying
thickness is also given in Appendix B.
In Appendix A there is a short discussion of the
difficulties of the present problem of a large, strongly
banded, unsymmetric and occasionally singular stiffness
matrix in conjunction with a singular mass matrix using
other solution procedures.
The coding details for converting SATANS-I to SATANS-III
are given in Appendix C. Appendices D through G constitute
the user's manual for SATANS-III.
13

II. BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF SATANS
:
VERSIONS I, II AND III
SATANS [Refs. 1,2] existed In three forms prior to this
work; the original code and two later modifications, SATANS-I
and SATANS-II [Ref. 3].
A. THE ORIGINAL SATANS
SATANS [Refs. 1,2] is a digital computer program capable
of performing geometrically nonlinear static and dynamic
analyses of arbitrarily loaded shells of revolution. It
is based upon a combination of Fourier series for the cir-
cumferential behavior and finite differences for the merid-
ional analysis. The conditions that the program is based
upon are
:
1. The shell material is isotropic and Poisson's
ratio is constant.
2. The elastic modulus may vary through the shell
thickness
.
3. All material and geometric properties are axi-
symmetric and may vary along the shell meridian.
h. The boundaries may be free, elastically restrained,
fixed or closed (pole).
5. The loading may be any combination of a temperature
distribution, pressure and edge load.
6. The applied pressure and temperature distributions,
and initial conditions in the case of a dynamic




7. The maximum number of circumferential Fourier
harmonics, MAXM, used to describe the loading
and solution, is 10. The maximum number of
meridional finite difference stations, KMAX,
is 200. The limit on the product of KMAX and
MAXM is 200.
SATANS requires approximately 155 K-bytes of core




SATANS-I, developed by Ryan [Ref. 3], consists mainly
of a rearrangement of the original program and the addition
of an equipment independent plotting package capable of
handling 100 points. The rearrangement allows approximately
99/6 of the code to be pre-compiled and linked internally
and stored on rapid-access secondary storage (disk, cell,
tape, drum, etc). This stored package is called by a simple
six card main program. The plotting package enables the
user to obtain plots of all input and output variables on
the high speed line printer. In addition, solutions at
36, vice 6 for SATANS, meridians may be printed and/or
plotted. The restrictions on KMAX and MAXM are the same
as for SATANS.
SATANS-I requires approximately 206 K-bytes of storage
on an IBM 36O/67 using the PORTRAN-H compiler with optimi-
zation level 2. Execution time Is increased over that of




SATANS-II, also developed by Ryan [Ref. 3], is an
extensive expansion of SATANS-I. The following improvements
were incorporated:
1. The ability to handle arbitrary initial imperfec-
tions in the shape of the shell was introduced.
2. The restriction on the applied loads, that they
be symmetric about a reference meridian, was
removed.
3. The maximum number of circumferential Fourier
harmonics describing the completely general loads
and the solution was increased to 13, and the
maximum number of meridional stations was reduced
to 100. The restriction on the product of KMAX
and MAXM was raised to 951.
SATANS-II is a large program requiring 426 K-bytes
of main core on an IBM 360/67 using the FORTRAN-H compiler
with optimization level 2.
D. SATANS-III
SATANS-III is a modification of SATANS-I which incor-
porates the ability to perform a free vibration analysis of
shells of revolution. SATANS-III operates under the same
conditions as SATANS and SATANS-I. The procedure used to
determine the modes and frequencies is inverse iteration
with spectral shifts. One of three modes of operation is
specified by the user. The three modes are:
1. Determination of the lowest frequency in a user
specified circumferential harmonic.
2. Determination of the frequency closest to a user
specified frequency in a user specified circum-
ferential harmonic (supplied shift point mode).
16

3. Frequency range search (circumferential harmonic
and end points of the frequency range specified
by the user).
The assumptions made in determining the natural modes
and frequencies are:
1. No loads of any type.
2. Small deflections and rotations.
3. All nonlinear effects are ignored.
SATANS-III requires 23^ K-bytes of main core on an





The solution procedure used in all of the versions of
SATANS is based on Sanders' field equations [Ref. i|], with
translational inertia terms added, assuming small strains
and moderately small, or small, rotations. The basic method
of solution was developed by Budiansky and Radkowski [Ref. 5]
for the -linear static case. A brief presentation of the
method of solution is presented here for continuity. For
a more detailed explanation refer to Refs. 1 and 2.
A. SHELL COORDINATE SYSTEM
Figure 1 depicts the orthogonal coordinate system used
to describe the shell geometry. s is the distance along
the meridian on the reference surface, is the circumfer-
ential angle, measured from some reference meridian, about
the shell axis of revolution, and £ is the coordinate
through the thickness of the shell measured normal to the
reference surface. The integral /E Cdc = positions the
reference surface, where E is Young's modulus.
Figure 2 depicts the positive directions for the
displacements, rotations,' forces, moments and loads.
B. METHOD OF SOLUTION
In the SATANS-I analysis the dependent variables in
Sanders' nonlinear field equations arc expanded into either













the Fourier harmonic index. This results in a complete set
of governing equations for each Fourier harmonic n. The
nonlinear terms are products of two series. These products
are expressed as a single series, the coefficients of which
are also series. In order to uncouple the sets of equations
the "pseudo load" approach is used, i.e. the nonlinear
coupling terms are treated as known quantities and are
included with the loads on the right side of the equations.
Thus the left-hand side of the equations is linear and the
sets are uncoupled.
Following the method suggested in Ref. 5 each set of
uncoupled equations (one set for each value of n) is
expressed as four second order differential equations. The
independent variables are the series coefficients u ,
v j w and m , representing the nondimensional
meridional, circumferential and normal displacements and
the meridional bending moment respectively. For convenience
the superscript n will be dropped henceforth.
For each value of n, the set of four second order




Ez''+Fz' +Gz=e+u ^-| (1)
8t
where t is nondimensional time. Primes denote partial
differentiation with respect to the nondimensional
21

meridional coordinate £. Vector e contains the load and
nonlinear terms.















p— /m dr; (2)
where m is the mass density of the shell material and a,
h , E , and T are nondimensionalizing parameters. The
o o o
elements of the k x 4 matrices E, F and G and the vector
e are given in Ref. 2.
Equations (1) are solved numerically using spatial and
timewise differencing schemes. In both the static and
dynamic analysis the first and second derivatives of z
22









= (zi+l " 2z i + zi-l )/A2
where i denotes the station along the meridian and A is
the uniform spacing between stations.
Houbolt's backward differencing scheme is used to
approximate the second derivative with respect to time for
the dynamic case.
.2 \ (2z. . - 5z. . , + 4z. . - z. . )9_z
=
i,j J i,J-l i,J-2 i,J-3'
3t 2 I 1,3 (6t)
2
The time step is denoted by j and fit is the nondimensional
time interval.
The resulting set of four second order difference




i +lJ + B i Z l,j + C i Zi-lJ
= gi,j (3)
for i = 1,2,3, ... ,KMAX. 'The 4 x 1 matrices A, B and C






























In the static analysis j denotes the load step and y. = 0.
The boundary conditions on z are entered on cards as
l
the elements of two 4x4 matrices, ft and A, and the column
vector I. The boundary conditions specify either the
forces or the displacements at the shell boundary for all
n considered.















where all terms are identified in Figure 2. The * above
N and Q denotes the effective edge variables. As an












In order to convert the boundary conditions to finite
difference form,the derivatives with respect to the merid-
ional coordinate in the forces and rotations are replaced
by the central finite difference schemes.
For each value of n the system of KMAX + 2 matrix
equations may be written as
K Z = Y (4)
Figure 3 depicts the elements of the K matrix and the Z
and Y vectors. The first and last rows of K are the
boundary condition equations. The elements of the k x l\
matrices H and J and the four element vector f are given
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FIGURE 3 SYSTEM STIFFNESS
MATRIX, LOAD AND SOLUTION VECTORS
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in Ref. 2. The system is tridiagonal in the matrix sense
and Potters' form of Gaussian elimination is used to solve
for the z. .. For the forward pass
x. , = DEE. g, . - DST. x, t . .
For the backward pass
Z i,j Pi Z i+l,j + xi,j
The 1 x *\ matrices P. , DEE. and DST. are independent of












P. = DEE. A.
l li
DST, = DEE. C,
i l i
The initial value of x. . on the forward pass and the
initial value of z^.-i
1
on the backward pass are specially
determined according to the boundary conditions. Special
procedures are also invoked in the case of a shell with




Figure 4 illustrates a typical load history and solution
path for a static analysis. A solution to a monotonically
increasing load is obtained at each load step in an itera-
tive process. The load is incremented by DELOAD each step.
A solution is obtained for each Fourier harmonic index
considered. The pseudo loads are recomputed each iteration
at each load step. The solution at each iteration is tested
for convergence. There is no solution to estimate the
pseudo loads on the first load step and the result after
the first iteration is a linear solution. If convergence
occurs, the load is incremented by the amount DELOAD, an
estimate of the solution is made by a linear extrapolation
of the last two solutions, and the iteration process is
repeated.
If convergence is not obtained in a specified number
of iterations, ITRMAX, the total load, ALOAD, is decremented
by one DELOAD. DELOAD is reduced to 20$ of its previous
value and becomes the new incremental load. The iteration
process Is then repeated. The program terminates when
DELOAD has been reduced to 20$ of its previous value a
specified number of times (LCHMAX) , or when a specified
number of load steps has been taken.
Because of the pseudo load approach, failure to converge
to a solution may be due to either of two types of nonlinear
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maximum or inflection point, typical of a softening non-
linearity, causing convergence failure. Curve B experiences




The applied load in the dynamic analysis is a function
of the time step j . DELOAD is the incremental time 5t.
Initial conditions on z and 3z/3t are supplied in a user
prepared subroutine, INITL. The procedure is essentially
the same as the static analysis except the load step becomes
the time step. The program terminates under one of two
conditions. Either convergence is not obtained in the
specified number of iterations, ITRMAX, or the maximum
number of time increments, LSMAX, has been reached.
30

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF SATANS-III
A. FREE VIBRATION EQUATIONS
Recall the set of four second order differential
equations written in Equation (1) was
Ez' f +Fz' +Gz=e+y —
|
(1)
In the free vibration analysis the nonlinear terms are
ignored and no loading exists. Hence the vector e does not
exist under these conditions. Assuming harmonic motion,
the solution vector z(£,T) takes the form e o z(£)
where T is a time constant and gj is the natural frequency
in radians per second. Therefore Equation (1) simplifies
to
Ez''+Fz'+Gz = -co 2 T 2 yz (5)
o
Using the same spatial finite differencing schemes used





















for I = 1,2, . .
.
,KMAX. The elements of the matrices A,
B, and C are the same as those for a static analysis.









where the K matrix is the same as the one shown in Figure 3.
The mass matrix M will be described in the following section.
B. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROBLEM
There are three main areas to consider when incorporating
a free vibration analysis capability in an existing program.
Consideration must be given to the form of the desired
results and the expected benefits of the vibration analysis.
Consideration must also be given to both compatibility with
the existing code and the nature of the problem itself.
1. Desired Results
Generally, only the lower frequencies in each
Fourier harmonic are sought. The lowest 10 is a common
figure. For example, Kalnins , in Reference 6, points out
that there is a practical limit to which a linear theory
correctly approximates the higher frequencies of a real
shell. The mode shapes are also usually desired. In
certain applications only a specific range of frequencies
is of interest. Some assurance of finding all the frequencies
in that range is desired.
2. Mature of the Problem








When the meridional, circumferential and radial trans-




If only the translational intertial forces in the radial
direction are considered
U* = V. 10
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The stiffness matrix, K, Figure 3, is unsymmetric and
singular in some cases due to the boundary conditions. K
has a bandwidth of 15, or 3 if considered in the matrix
sense. When the number of meridional stations is the
maximum of 200, K has an order of 808. If K were stored in
the banded form taking no account of the zeroes in the band,
48 K-bytes of IBM 360/67 main core are required. Potters'
elimination scheme requires only 38.4 K-bytes of main core.
Becuase K is unsymmetric, there is no absolute guarantee,
from a mathematical viewpoint, that the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors are real. Some capability in this area is
sought, both as a trouble shooting aid and as a complex
root solver.
Ill-conditioning in the solution may result from several
causes. Small separations between the eigenvalues, numeri-
cal conditioning of the K matrix and the loss of signifi-
cance are some reasons that make eigenvalue/eigenvector
determination difficult. Thus it is desirable to have a
capability to handle such cases, but not to have to pay
the price of determining every eigenvalue and eigenvector
of the total system.
C. SOLUTION TO THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
The method of solution to the eigenvalue problem selected
for inclusion in SATANS-I is inverse iteration with spectral
shifts. This scheme melds with the existing code extremely
well. In addition, a capability to handle special ill —
34

conditioning problems and complex roots has been included.
A brief discussion of other possible solutions to the real
unsymmetric eigenvalue problem appears in Appendix A.
The inverse iteration procedure is eminently suited
for accurate determination of eigenvalues and eigenvectors
[Refs. 7 and 8]. The amount of work involved is directly
proportional to the number and accuracy of the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors sought. The coding is simple and requires
a very small increase in core. Lastly, the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues are determined simultaneously. The basic scheme
is well known [Refs. 7-1^]. However, the scheme used in
SATANS-III is slightly different and is explained below.
The basic iterative procedure is obtained by rewriting
Equation (7) in the form
[K - gM]Wr+1 = M Z r
where
, T




(u2 T 2 ) + 6
o





a. The vector Z is assumed for the first iteration
i»
and afterward is computed using W . Prior to solving for
r+1W the mass matrix M must be premultiplied through the
vector Z . This consists merely of multiplying the diagonal
of 2Au. through each z. . Since the mass may vary along
the meridian removal of this variable from the right hand
side of the equation was desirable. This was accomplished
\
by dividing each element of the A., B. and C. matrices by
2Au. at the time of their computation. These additional
computations are only performed in the vibration analysis
state of the program. The net result of this procedure is
that the diagonal of y. merely consists of ones and zeroes.
r+1
b. W is solved for by Potters' elimination scheme
as in the original SATAITS-I program.
r+1











which may be thought of as resulting from
(8)
(Z r )





realizing, of course, that this is not the manner in which
the computations are performed. In the limit, as r approaches
infinity, Zr+1 approaches Z r
,




computation also determines the sign of a . The vector
r+1
Z is scaled such that the largest element before each
iteration is unity. It sometimes happens in the first few
r+1iterations that a is smaller than the largest element
of the vector, and scaling by the largest element prevents
vector element build-up. In the limit, as r approaches
r+1infinity, a becomes equal to the largest element. Hence






,„ r+lvmax (W. )









The absolute value of a is used because due to the spectral
shifts a may be negative. In that case a changes sign each
iteration but converges in absolute value. A secondary
convergence test is optional and is performed on the vector
elements themselves. The vector test is more stringent
than the primary convergence test and increases the compu-
tation time. The vector test consists of comparing the
difference betv/een two successive iterations with the
maximum values of u, v, w and m
,
times EPSVEC, a


















> - Z where k = 1(1)41,K
such that Z. , = u . Z. „ = v. ... etc. for each station
i ,1 ' i,2 i





= < max(Z. , r+1 ) x EPSVEC
l ,k i ,k i ,k
for i = 1(1)KMAX2
k = 1(1)4.
EPSVEC = EPSVIB unless otherwise specified on input.
e. V/hen convergence has occured one more iteration
is performed and the vector is scaled using the value of
r+1
a given by Equation (8). This yields an indication
38

of the quality of the solution by inspecting the largest
element of the vector, which should be essentially 1.0.
f. The eigenvalue is obtained by taking the reciprocal
r+1
of a and subtracting the spectral shift value, (3.
(a )
In the program the FORTRAN variables are
VREAL = (ONEDO/SCALEW) + ASHIFT
AREAL = SNGL (VREAL)
where AREAL and ASHIFT are single precision variables and
VREAL, ONEDO and SCALEW are double precision variables.
g. If the program is unable to determine a real eigen-
value in the specified number of iterations (ITRMAX), control
is passed to a backup routine, ITCPLX. This routine, which
is described in Appendix C, Part Three, was developed to
handle special ill-conditioning and non-convergence problems.
The results of the routine are the two closest frequencies,
real or complex, to the shift point. In addition, diagnostic
messages are provided to aid in solving the problem at hand.
These additional computations are only performed when the
primary Iteration routine fails to converge to a solution.
Some of the advantages of the selected scheme have been
mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. Another is that
iteration provides the ability to determine the frequencies
39

and mode shapes to almost any precision desired. The
iterated vector is computed in double precision in order
to handle cases of ill-conditioning and weakly determined
frequencies, [Ref. 7]. This adds only slightly to the
computation time and has paid off in the ease with which
difficult frequencies are determined. Because the mode
shapes are also determined, they require no additional
calculations and yield an immediate answer to the question
of which' mode has actually been determined. The answer to
this question is not always knoxvn in other methods [Ref. 15].
The iteration method avoids all manner of mathematical
and numerical problems by actually performing the calcula-
tions of the solution procedure. The fact that the K matrix
is unsymmetric and that both the K and M matrices are
singular has no special impact on the solution procedure.
There is no need to reformulate the problem or the program
code, a major consideration in the present situation.
D. TESTING OF SATANS-III
The program has undergone considerable testing. Because
of the size of SATANS-III, the inverse iteration scheme was
tested in prototype form first. This included quite a bit
of testing of the backup capability planned into the program
in addition to the primary scheme [Refs. 7,8,16 and 171-
Appendix B tabulates six test cases for SATANS-III and





The test cases consist of determining the minimum
frequencies of the lower circumferential harmonic (wave)
numbers of three cones, a regular right circular cylin-
drical shell and a shell of positive gaussian curvature.
There is also a determination of the lower spectrum of
frequencies in each circumferential wave number for the
right circular cylindrical shell. Lastly, there is an
analysis of the effect of a linearly varying thickness on
the minimum frequencies of the lower circumferential wave




Application of SATANS-III to many test cases has
demonstrated that the inverse iteration technique with
spectral shifts is a rapid, accurate and effective method
for determining the natural modes and frequencies of the
free vibration of shells of revolution. The simultaneous
determination of the modes and frequencies provides an
opportunity for determining if a mode has been missed, and
the supplied shift point operation provides an easy method
of determining the missed mode. The fact that sweeping
of the vectors was not used in determining the higher
frequency modes posed no special problem. In addition,
not using vector sweeping allows the use of fewer mass points
and more rapid calculation of some frequencies and modes.
Dividing the variable mass into the component matrices of
the K matrix proved to be an effective method of eliminating
this variable from the right side of the vibration equations.
A study of the effect of a linearly varying thickness
on the minimum frequencies of a circular cylindrical shell
showed that as the percentage thickness of the lower edge
over the upper edge increases the cylinder begins to exhibit
behavior somewhat similar to that of a cone. The minimum
frequency begins to appear in lower circumferential harmonics
and the axial half wave number begins to rise.
k2

The program experiences some difficulty with extremely
thin shells, corners and very small radii of curvature.
This might be alleviated by using a finer grid (more grid
points) or as a further modification the incorporation of
a variable grid capability.
Another further modification needed is the addition of
preloads to the shell. Many of the methods used to determine
the modes and frequencies of preloaded shells require
accurate initial estimates of the solution to start the
procedure. SATANS-III provides these estimates. It is
felt that a preload capability can be incorporated into
SATANS-III and still keep the program an in-core routine





There are primarily two approaches to the unsymmetric
matrix eigenvalue problem. The transformation methods are
characterized by the operations, finite or infinite in
number, being performed on the matrix. The iterative
methods ,are characterized by the operations being performed
on the solution vector rather than the matrix.
There are basically four transformation methods capable
of handling a real, unsymmetric matrix eigenvalue problem.
Lanzcos' method, the QR and the LR algorithms. are well
known [Refs. 7-12]. The QZ algorithm recently developed at
Stanford University [Ref. 18] is based on the QR algorithm
and can handle a problem in the form Ax = XBx with A and
B unsymmetric and complex. They all suffer, with respect
to the present problem, from the same deficiencies. For
example, the greatest portion of the computation time is
spent before the first eigenvalue is extracted and they
require that the order and size of the matrix be the same.
For the case of an unsymmetric banded matrix enough core
storage must be set aside for at least half the matrix.
*The general problem Ax = ABx may also be thought of as
Kz = Xz. In the present problem, the full matrix form of




Lanzcos' method for the unsymmetric case requires core
storage for the generation of two sets of biorthogonal
vectors in addition to the matrix itself. It is believed
that this method would require the greatest storage and
computation time. The LR algorithm without interchanges
maintains the banded form but suffers from excessive compu-
tation time for closely spaced eigenvalues. In addition,
the LR algorithm may be numerically unstable in some cases.
By f*ar the most popular and successful transformation
method in general use is the QR (and now also the QZ)
algorithm. It is stable, fast, accurate and can handle
complex numbers. The IMSL group [Ref. 19] is dedicated to
speed and accuracy, and virtually all of their routines
are variations of the QR and QZ algorithms. The QR algorithm
without reduction to Hessenberg form requires a comparatively
large number of calculations. Consequently the matrices are
generally reduced to Hessenberg form which considerably
reduces the computation time required to reach convergence.
Again the main objections with respect to the problem
considered here is computation time or core storage.
Wilkinson [Ref. 7] states "If the LR algorithm with inter-
changes (which is stable) or the QR algorithm is used the
band form above the main diagonal is gradually destroyed."
This is also true of any method that employs a transformation
to Hessenberg form. See Figure 5.
Another disadvantage of the transformation methods
is the necessity of determining the eigenvectors in a
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An approach taken by some [Ref. 20] is to cast the
problem into a form that is easily handled by one of the
more popular methods. The difficulty here lies in that many
of the operations depend on at least one of the matrices in
the general problem Ax = ABx being nonsingular in all cir-
cumstances. This was not the case with the present problem.
It was felt that the amount of work involved in either
reformulating the problem or reducing the matrices to a
form that could be transformed easily involved too much
computational effort.
A method classed as iterative, but one that does not
operate on the vector, is that of evaluating a determinant.
This has been applied to the present problem by other re-
searchers [Refs. 6, 21, 22]. One of the difficulties with
this method is that one or two Initial guesses at the
eigenvalue must be made to start the process. The better
the guess the faster the convergence. Another is that, unlike
the inverse iteration process, there is no inherent deter-
mination of the eigenvalue spectrum under consideration.
Having no a priori knowledge of the solution to a particular
problem it is possible to miss a mode and not realize it
[Ref. 15D- This method also requires separate determination
of the eigenvectors.
When the inverse iteration procedure was chosen as the
solution procedure it was also decided that orthogonality
and sweeping of the vectors would not be employed. Because
the K matrix is never determined explicitly, the use of a
A9

sweeping matrix was not considered. Sweeping, if it would
be employed, would have to operate solely on the vectors
[Ref. 23]. Because the K matrix is unsymmetric the right
hand vectors (mode shapes) are not orthogonal through K or
M, although they are independent. The vectors that are
orthogonal are the right and left hand vectors. If modal
sweeping is used a total of 6 K-bytes of main core is
required for each vector swept (3 K-bytes per vector; two
vectors per mode). An increase in computation time also
results from the sweeping operation.
Orthogonality relationships for the mode shapes can be
developed in the continuous theory, but if an unsymmetric K
matrix results from the implementation of the theory then
the right hand vectors are not, in fact, orthogonal. In
some situations the right hand vectors have been treated
as if they were orthogonal when they are not [Refs. X3 > 2*1].
The critical factor, in this case, is the number of mass
points chosen to approximate the continuous system. As
the number of mass points increases the approximation to
the correct mode shapes (which are orthogonal) becomes more
accurate. For this condition the sweeping operation becomes
effective, but the computation time also increases. With a
few mass points the eigenvalues may be accurately determined
and the computation time reduced considerably. However, the
sweeping operation then serves only to introduce unwanted
errors. It was felt that to effectively employ sweeping
would result in a large computation time and core requirement
50

that could not be justified by the results. In addition,
in some of the cases investigated using sweeping of the
right hand vectors as if they were orthogonal, there seemed
to be no immediately apparent correlation between an increase
in the number of mass points and the resultant increase in





NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF SOME SELECTED SHELLS
TABLE I
MINIMUM NATURAL FREQUENCIES (Hz) OF A
THIN CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL SHELL, -»
Circumferential





2 633.5 634.5 635.5
3 326.7 327.5 328.2
U 202.3 203.8 203-7
5 159.9 162.6 160.9
6 168.0 171.6 168.7
7 206.0 210.1 206.5






12 581.1 585.5 582.0
13 687.3 683.4
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MINIMUM NATURAL FREQUENCIES (Hz) OF A FREELY
SUPPORTED CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL SHELL,
±)
Circum. With Inpl,me Inertia Without Inplane Inertia
Wave Number, DIAG = (1 ,1,1,0) DIAG = (!0, 0,1,0)
n f 5 (2) f -
1 125.613 0.372 168.177 0.498
2 61.26 .182 69.24 .285
3 33.11 .0981 35.09 .104
4 19.92 .0590 20.58 .0610
5 13.62 .0403 13.90 .0412
6 10.07 .0298 10.21 .0303
7 8.494 .0252 8.583 .0254
8 8.285 .0245 8.351 .0247
9 9-057 .0268 9.114 .0270
10 10.33 .0306 10.38 .0308
11 12.08 .0358 12.13 .0359
12 14.24 .0422 14.29 .0423
13 16.58 .0491 16.63 .0493
14 19.16 .0 r>68 19.21 .0569
15 21.96 .0651 22.01 .0652
16 24.94 .0739 2 i!
. 9 9 .0740
18 31.56 .0935 31.61 .0936
20 38.95 .115 39.00 .115
22 47.14 .140 47.19 .140
24 56.12 .166 56.10 .166
26 65.87 .195 65.91 .195
28 76.40 .226 76.41 .226
(1) Configuration 2, Table VI
2
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o o— REFERENCE 22
WITHOUT INPLANE INERTIA
: h H— SATAN S- I II
O D REFERENCE 2 2
I 1
5 10 15 20
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WAVE NUMBER, N
2 5
FIGURE 6 MINIMUM NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF A
FREELY SUPPORTED CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL SHELL




MINIMUM NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF A









Have Number, n Ref. 27 Ref. 22 SATANS-III
1 0.411 0.412 0.411
2 .360 .362 .360
3 .3^0 .340 .340
4 .331 .331 .331
5 .327 .327 .327
6 .324 • 324 .324
7 .323 .322 • 323
8 .322 .321 .322
9 .321 .321 .321
10 .321 .321 .321




TABLE VI REFERENCE 28
3456789 10 II
CIRCUMFERENTIAL V/AVE NUMBER, N
Fl GURE 7
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, TA B L E VI
h = .i(x-i.) ^- + .i
X
-L J_ _L X A J_ L X
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WAVE NUMBER, N
FIGURE 8 EFFECT OF A LINEARLY VARYING





Configuration 1 2 3
r (in. ) 6.0 100. A = .5 - s/3
COS(A) - 1.879
r (in.) 6.0 100. 1.
r
1






(in.) oo oo 3.
R
Q
(in.) 6.0 100. r/COS(A)
h (in.) .015 .1 .001
h-dn, ) .015 .1 .001
h
2
(in.) .015 .1 .001
ht(in. 24.0 300. 2.876
S
T
(in.) 24.0 300. 3.
E (10 8 psi) • 3 .3 io- 8
V
.3 .3 • 3
m(10 J lb-secVin H ) .732 • 733 10 3
BNDRY. COIID. (1)
INITIAL EDGE FS FS FS














(in.) 3-35 4.81 100.0
r
2
(in.) 5.58 10.9 100.0
R
s
(in.) 00 00 00
R
e














ht (in.) 12.0 21.3 300.
S
T
(in.) 12.2 22.15 300.
E
y
(10 8psi) .28 .148 • 3






INITIAL EDGE C C FS










Free N =N Q =Q =M =0s s6 s s
Freely Supported N = M =
S o(FS)
V = W =
Simply Supported M =
(SS) s
U = V = W =0
CLAMPED U = V = W = <i> =0
(C) S
(1) The boundary conditions are specified on the total
variables N , N ftJ Q , * , U, V, W and M , as





CONVERTING SATANS-I TO SATANS-III
PART ONE
PROCEDURE FOR ALTERING COMMON BLOCKS
IN TRANSFORMING SATANS-I TO SATANS-III.
1. Remove vector X(4 3 200) from BL4 and insert in BL104
2. " " Z(4 3 220) " BL6 " " " "
3. " " ZO(4 3 220) " BL101 " " " «
k. " " Z2(4,220) " " " " " "
5. " " Z3(4 3 220) " " " " " "
6. The order of the vectors in common block BLIO^I is
Z, ZDOT, X, ZO, Z2 3 Z3.
7. Change the order of the vectors in common block
BL24 from DL, DG, DP to DG , DL 3 DF.
8. The order of the remaining vectors in common blocks
































MNMAXO, MAXD(IO), MAXS(IO), MAXSY(IO),
IS(10,10), JS(10,10), ID(10,10),
JD(10,10), IJS(IO)
















































NU, Ul(10), Vl(lO), Wl(lO), V2(10),
U2(10), W2(10), U3(10), V3(10), W3(10)
EPS
DEL





DG(4,4,4), RANGE(100,4), TOP, BOTTOM,
DELSHF, TOLSHF, RZ(12)
E(4,4), P(4,4), G(4,4)



















EXX3(10), ETT3(10), ETX3(10), EXT3(10),
EX3(10), ET3(10)
BX1(10), BT1(10), BXTl(lO), BEl(lO),
BX2(10) 5 BT2(10), BXT2(10), BE2(10)
EXXl(lO), ETTl(lO), ETXl(lO), EXl(lO),
ETl(lO), EXX2(10), ETT2(10), ETX2(10),
EX2(10), ET2(10), EXT2(10)
DELSQ, EXTl(lO)






Z(4,220), ZDOT(4,220) , X('l,200), ZO(4,220),
Z2(iJ,220), Z3(4,220)
WV(4,203), XV(4,203), YV(4,203), FILL(28),
SHFTPT(3,100)
TX(10), TTH(IO), TXT(IO), MX(10),
MTH(IO), MXT(IO), QS(10)
ABZ, ABZO, ABZN, ABZ3, DD2
IRADII, IGAMMA, IOMEGS, IOMEGT, IDEOMS,
IBSTIF, IDSTIF, IBBSTF, IDDSTF, IPR,
IPS, IPT, ITT, IMT, IDTT, IDMT, INS,





















YPR(IOO), YPS(IOO), YPT(IOO), YTT(IOO),
YMT(IOO), YDTT(IOO), YDMT(IOO), YNS(IOO),
YNTH(IOO), YNSTH(IOO), YQS(IOO), YMS(IOO),
YMTH(IOO), YMSTH(IOO), YU(IOO), YV(IOO),
YW(IOO), YPHIS(IOO), YPHIT(IOO),
YPHI(IOO), XSTATN(IOO)





TWOPI, IBEGIN, IEND, IGO, ISTOP
ZERODO, PTFIVE, ONEDO , SMALL, VREAL,
VIMAG, AREAL
$FLAG, $TAG, $DOVEC















DIF1, DIF2, DIF3, DIF4 , TOLLOW,
TOLHI, TOLRNG
(1) Identifies a common block of storage that is overlayed
by the vibration analysis portion of the program.
(2) Identifies a common block that has been altered in
transforming SATANS-I to SATANS-III.
(3) The character $ indicates a LOGICAL * 1 variable.
(4) This and subsequent common blocks designated BLKxx
are additions required in transforming SATANS-I to
SATANS-III.
(5) Single Precision (REAM) variables: JAY, LAM2,
LSD18, LSD1N, MASS, MT, NU
(6) Double Precision (REAL*8) variables: EPSVIB, EPSVEC,
EPSAIT, ONEDO, PTFIVE, SCALEW, SCALEX, SCALE3, SMALL,


























single precision form of -(« T ) = +l/ct
spectral shift points, B
lower bound on frequency range determined
in subroutines RANGER and BTTM
characteristic shell reference length, a
diagonal of mass matrix y. Location
WV(J, 203), J = 1(1)4 stores the double





Aitkin extrapolation convergence criterion
input parameter = M0DVIB(1,K) for the
Kth vibration analysis
input parameter = M0DVIB(2 ,K) for the
Kth vibration analysis = N(l)
input parameter = M0DVIB(3,K) for the
Kth vibration analysis; determines
$D0VEC
storage array for input parameters
KEY1, KEY2, KEY3







storage array for input values; shift




















upper bound of frequency range
determined in subroutine RANGER and
TOPPER









imaginary part of a complex eigenvalue
double precision solution vectors for
the r, r-1 and r~2 vibration analysis
iterations
singly dimensioned counterparts of
WV, XV AND YV.
single precision solution vector
double precision working vector
logical operating parameter. If
KEY3 = 1, then $DOVEC is true and
the vector convergence test will
be performed.
logical operating parameter. If
$FLAG is true, a real eigenvalue is
being dealt with. If $FLAG is false,
the program is dealing with a complex
eigenvalue
.
logical operating parameter. If $TAG
is true, lower portion of frequency
range is being searched. If $TAG is
false, upper portion is being searched,
Logical input parameter to designate






I. Modify common block statements BL4, BL6, BL24, BL101,
and BL104, as specified in Part One, in all affected sub-
routines. In some cases this means replacing one common
block statement with two or vice versa. Hereafter all
common blocks are referred to as having been modified.
The program is written in FORTRAN and all statements
referred to are FORTRAN statements.
II. SUBROUTINE SATANS
1. After card 060 insert the statement
REAL-8 EPSVIB, EPSVEC, EPSAIT
2. After card 100 Insert common block
IBL7.
3. After card 290 insert common blocks BLK1, BLK2
,
BLK8, BLK9, and BLK11.
•l. Replace the dimension statement, card 300, with
the two statements
DIMENSION MODVIB( 3,100 ) , SHFTPT( 3 ,100 ) , TITLE (18)
EQUIVALENCE (MODVIB(l , 1 ) , IS(1,1)), (SHFTPT( 1 , 1 )
,
Z3(l,116))
5. Replace cards 350 and 360 with





6. Replace card ^90 with the following five cards
IF (. NOT. $VIBES) GO TO 10
READ(5,108) IVIBES,DIAG,EPSVEC,ITR2




IF ($VIBES) CALL INITAA
7. After card 650 insert the statement WRITE(6,211)
8. After card 710 insert the statement
IF($VIBES) GO TO 11





11 V.'RITE(6,252) KMAX,ITR1 3 IVIBES,EPS
WRITE(6,247) CKAR,TKN,ELAST,SIGO,TEEO,IIU
6 IF (. MOT. $ PLOTS) GO TO 9
10. Replace cards 1170 and 1200 with the statement
9 IF(NTHMAX.EQ.O) GO TO 7
11. Replace card 13^0 with
101 FORMAT ( 15 ,L3,L2,1MI5)






13. Insert the following format statement after card
2250.
252 F0RMAT(< ',4X, 'NUMBER OP STATIONS
',I3,/5X,'M
1AXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ',
13 ,/5X,' NUMBER OP VIBRATI
20N ANALYSES ' ,13,/SX, 'CONVERGENCE
CRITERION (EIGENVALUE
' ' 3S) »-,E12.V/)
III. SUBROUTINE DYNAMC
1. Insert common block BLK1 after card 770.
2. Insert the following statements after card 1870.
ICHCK2 = ICHCK2 + ICHCK1
IFC&PLOTS.AND.(ICHCK2.NE.O)) CALL PLOTl(l)
IF ($VIBES) CALL VIBERS (& 500)
IV. SUBROUTINE PMATRX
'
1. After card 200 insert the statement
IMPLICIT LOGICAL*l ($)
2. After card 3^0 insert common blocks BL104, BLK1,
and BLK10.
3. After card 410 insert the statements
ASHFUM = ASHIFT
ATSHF = ASHFUM
4. Place card 830 after card 850.
5. After card 840 insert the statement
IF($VIBES) GO TO 2.
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6. Replace card 860 with
2 IJ = 1 + KMAX * (MN-1)
V. SUBROUTINE EFG
1. Insert common block BLK1 after card 190




1. After card 050 insert the statement
IMPLICIT LOGICAL * 1 ($)
2. After card 090 insert common blocks BLK1, BLK10,
BLK11 and the two statements
DIMENSION TEMP (48)
EQUIVALENCE (TEMP( 1 ) , A ( 1 , 1 )
)
3. Replace card 190, the RETURN statement, with the
following series of statements.
IF (.HOT.$VIBES) GO TO 4
VMASS = 1.0/(TDEL * VMASS)
DO 2 I = 1, 48
2 TEMP(I) = TEMP(I) * VMASS
DO 3 1-1,1






1. After card 500 insert common block BL104
2. After card 640 insert common block BLK1
3. After card 670 insert the statement
IF($VIBES) GO TO 182.
4. After card 890 insert the statement
IF($VIBES) GO TO 991.
5. Replace card 2320 with
IF(.NOT.$VIBES) WRITE(6,7^9)N(MN)
VIII. SUBROUTINE PLOTIT
On cards 080, 090, 100 and 460 change the FORTRAN
variable name RANGE to RANGES.
IX. SUBROUTINE DRAWIT
On cards i860, 1880, 1970, 1980, 1990 and 2000





NEW SUBROUTINES - THEORY AND FLOW CHARTS
Following are descriptions of the subroutines that,
added to SATANS-I, constitute the major portion of the
conversion from SATANS-I to SATANS-III.
I. SUBROUTINE VIBERS
Subroutine VIBERS is the primary controller for the
vibration analysis portion of the program. After the
initial input parameters have been printed, subroutine
DYNAMC passes control to subroutine VIBERS. Depending on
the vibration input parameters subroutine VIBERS calculates
and prints the spectral shiftpoint and passes control to
the appropriate subroutines. The flowchart for subroutine
VIBERS is depicted in Figure 10.
II. SUBROUTINE ITREAL
The purpose of this subroutine is to control the primary
iteration process in determining real eigenvalues. The
convergence test on the eigenvalues is performed in this
subroutine. The vector convergence test is not. That test
is performed in subroutine ITRATE. Recall that
a
r








and AREAL is the single precision counterpart of VREAL.
The flowchart for subroutine ITREAL is depicted in Figure 11.
III. SUBROUTINE ITRATE
In subroutine ITRATE the primary iteration calculations
are performed. In addition, if it is to be performed, the
vector convergence test is performed in this subroutine.
As discussed previously the primary iteration scheme
uses Potters' Gaussian elimination method. For the forward
pass





., - DST. . . * ZV,
,
,i,k i,j,k j ,k+l i>jjk J ,k-l
for k = 1(1)KMAX2, i = 1(1)4 and j = 1(1)4
Similarly for the backward pass
wv.
. . ,
- ZV, . - P, . , * wv. , .„i,k+l i,k i,j,k J,k+2
for k = 1(1)KMAX2, i = 1(1)4 and j = 1(1)4
Separate calculations are used to start and finish the
calculations as well as handle shells with initial and/or
final poles.
VAT is the solution vector for the r iteration. XV and




WT, XT, and YT are the singly dimensioned versions of,
respectively, WV, XV and YV. The flowchart for subroutine
ITRATE is depicted in Figure 12.
IV. SUBROUTINE ITCPLX
A. CONVERGENCE FAILURE
A few of the conditions that may cause the inverse
iteration scheme to fail are:
1. Eigenvalues may be too close together for
separation to occur in the specified maximum
number of iterations.
2. A complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues may
cause convergence failure.
3. If the two lowest eigenvalues are of equal
magnitude and opposite sign, convergence is
extremely difficult, if not impossible. This
may be caused by shifting. If, for example,
the shift point is 6 and three eigenvalues
are 4, 6 and 8, the resulting lowest two
are plus and minus 2.
^1
. The occurance of a repeated eigenvalue almost
prohibits passing the vector convergence test
as do conditions two and three.
5. A poorly conditioned matrix or shifting too
close to an eigenvalue may cause a numerically
unstable situation in the machine.
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The above conditions have not yet occurred when
using SATANS-III, but were forced to occur during
prototype testing.
B. DESCRIPTION OP SUBROUTINE ITCPLX
If the primary inverse iteration scheme fails to
converge, control is passed to subroutine ITCPLX. The
method of least squares is used to determine the two eigen-
values closest to the shift point, whether real or a conju-
i
gate pair. The eigenvector is not calculated. In the case
of the conjugate pair the vector is of no interest (in this
application) and in the case of two real eigenvalues a
further refinement takes place which automatically includes
determination of the two vectors.
C. LEAST SQUARES PROCEDURE
The method of least squares is a procedure for
minimizing a function [Refs. 7, 9, 10]. Assume the solution






y - a^ =
g(x,y) = b,x + b 9 y - b, =
(C-l)
2 2First form the function h(x,y) = f (x,y) + g (x,y).
ay. \
Subsequently form the partial derivatives s— J and
k— ] .In the r step solve for x at the minimum with
9y J x
respect to x with the expression resulting from the first
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partial derivative. Substitute this x in the expression
resulting from the second partial derivative and solve for
y at the minimum with respect to y. Substitute this y in
the first expression and solve for xr+1 Alternately solve
r rfor successive x and y until they meet some convergence
criteria.
D. LEAST SQUARES IN MATRIX NOTATION
, System (C-l) may be written as
a.
and in general as
=
[aij ] {u , - {v ., = i = l(l)m
j - l(l)n (C-2)
or as
A U - V = where m need not equal n
The least squares procedure may then be performed by forming
T T
A AU - A V = and solving for the u
J
By way of demonstration start with (C-2) and perform the
matrix multiplication and rewrite as
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nI a.,u, - v. f= i = l(l)m
Form the function
m n p
h = I (2 a. ,u - v.
)
i=l 3 = 1 1J J x
and the partial derivatives
avi \ m n
;-
„
=2 E a.. ( I a. ,u, - v.) =
lk/ uj i=i lk j-i ^ J
Vk
for k = l(l)n.
Delete the 2 as immaterial to the minimizing procedure
3h \









for J' = k '
m n
I a., ( I a. ,u - v. )
n
= [a.-,.] ( E a, ,u - v ) =IK .
=1 1J j 1
[alk ] (Ca iJ ](uJ
} - tv^) -
T T




Assume that the two eigenvalues closest to the shift
2point are the roots of the quadratic equation x - ax - b = .
ITCPLX determines a and b from which the roots may be
extracted.
The equation is true for any vector Z = {z}.
(x 2 -ax-b) Z=x 2 Z-axZ-bZ=0
X. v.
From the iteration process on the r iteration
r+1 r+1 r+1
xZ = a Z where a is the maximum
r+3
element in Z ' before scaling. It then follows that
r+2 r+1 „r+2 r+1 „r+l . „r n




. „r r+2 r+1 „r+2aa Z +bZ=a a Z
and
r7l r+1 a I r+2 r+1 „r+2LZJ^a >=a a Z
where
[Z] - [Zr+1 Z r ]
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Performing the least squares procedure
[z]T [z] Vr+1 ^-oT2 «r+1 [Z3T {Z)r+2
r+1Moving the a to the first column and rewriting
















r+1 r+1The a and Z are solved for by Potters' Gaussian
elimination procedure. The two eigenvalues are then
f~2
'
s + t and s - t where s = = and t = = . The
test for two real roots versus a complex conjugate pair is








F. SUBROUTINE FORTRAN VARIABLES
In subroutine IPCPLX the Fortran Variables are
SCALEV7 = a WT(I) = Z





a YT(I) = Z
ZA = a ZB = b
VREAL = r+1s VIMAG = t








B = SCALEX ' I XT(I) * XT(I)
J=IGO
fISTOP
G = SCALEX * SCALEW *| E YT(I) * WT(I)
11 = I GO
etc
and
VREAL = 0.5 * ZA
VIMAG = 0.5 * DSQRT (ZA*ZA + 4.0 * ZB)
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G. PERFORMANCE OF SUBROUTINE ITCPLX
As mentioned before, ITCPLX was never invoked by
SATANS-III during the execution of the test cases. However,
during prototype testing it was possible to evaluate the
procedure extensively [Refs. 7, 8, 16 and 17]. In all cases,
whenever the inverse iteration scheme failed subroutine
ITCPLX returned the correct eigenvalues, both real and
complex. This subroutine provides an excellent backup and
diagnostic tool for the basic solution procedure.
Since the subroutine uses Potters' scheme to
r+1determine the Z it is subject to the same general ill-
conditioning problem that the primary scheme is subject to
in this respect. A second problem arises when t is extremely
small. This is a highly unlikely case in practice in regards
to this application. In the case of total non-convergence
by both schemes the results of the last two iterations of
both schemes are printed along with the information on
whether they would be real or complex values. This infor-
mation is valuable in analyzing a difficult problem. The
flowchart for subroutine ITCPLX is depicted in Figure 13-
V. SUBROUTINE RANGER
A. FREQUENCY RANGE SEARCH
The primary objective in a frequency range search
operation is to provide some method of ensuring that all
the frequencies in the given range are determined or, if
missed, determining which are missed. This is accomplished
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in two ways in SATANS-III. Each eigenvalue is determined
three times in covering a range. For each eigenvalue
determined, the mode shape is simultaneously determined and
printed once, along with the eigenvalue (frequency). Deter-
mining an eigenvalue three times is time consuming but
reduces the chance of missing a mode and examining the mode
shapes determined is an easy way of spotting a missed mode.
The method employed uses the basic iteration scheme
to actually determine the eigenvalues. No a priori knowledge
of the number or distribution of frequencies in the range
is assumed. The amount of work involved is directly propor-
tional to the number, separation and distribution of
frequencies in the range and the operating parameters.
The calculations involve two primary subroutines,
RANGER and ADJUST. Subroutine RANGER contains the primary
search scheme and initial eigenvalue determination scheme.
Two other subroutines are involved, BITM and TOPFER, which
determine the lowest and highest frequencies in the range,
respectively.
The only additional inputs by the user for this
operation are the frequency range endpoints in Hz.
B. SEARCH SCHEME
The eigenvalues naturally determined by the system
2 2
of four second order equations are negative (-co T ). It
is easier to search the field of negative numbers rather
than alter the set-up of the problem to yield positive
numbers. For this reason the lower bound of the. range,
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BOTTOM, is the negative number smallest in magnitude and
corresponds to the lowest frequency. Similarly the upper
bound of the range, TOP, is the negative number largest in
magnitude and corresponds to the highest frequency.
For example if the range from 1.59 Hz to 5.29 Hz
is to be searched then BOTTOM = -(6 . 28(1. 59 ) 1 . ) 2 = -100
where 6.28 = 2 PI and 1.0 = T and TOP = -(6 . 28(5 . 29 )1 . 0) 2
= - 1,100. These two numbers establish the initial range.
This initial range is subsequently partitioned into a number
of smaller ranges as new eigenvalues are determined, and
each smaller range is eliminated when all eigenvalues within
that range have been determined.
Each range has associated with it four parameters
stored in the array RANGE (100,4). For the sake of clarity
the elements of this array will be referred to as R. in the
example that follows. For a given range, K, the elements
of the array RANGE are
EXAMPLE
1. Lowest eigenvalue in the range, R, = -100.
RANGE(K,1)
2. Either the lowest eigenvalue or R? = -100.
the maximum value In the band-




3. Either the highest eigenvalue R_ = - 1,100,
or the minimum value in the
bandwidth from which it was
determined. RANGE (K, 3)
4. Highest eigenvalue in the Rj, = - 1,100,
range. RANGE (K,4)
Therefore, RANGE(K,J) for J = 1(1)4 is (-100., -100.,
- 1,100., - 1,100.), and is represented graphically as
Hi. R~ S. R~ R..
-1,100 -1,100 -500 -100 -100
The range of frequencies is searched by choosing a suitable
spectral shift point. (Present program parameters call for
405? up from the bottom of the range specified by R~ . This
may be a user specified parameter by altering the statement
TOLCLS = . 4 in subroutine INITAA). In the example the first
shift point is -500, S .
Assume a new eigenvalue, -600, is determined. The
initial range is then partitioned in two ranges as shown
below.
Ri, Rq Sq S. Rp R-,
I
1 1 1 1
1
tA)
-600 -600 -400 -300 -100 -100
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Ri, Rg R~ R-i
I 1 1 1
(B)
-1,100 -1,100 -600 -600
The above partitioning occurs each time a new
eigenvalue is determined. The next shift point, S,,is -300.
Assume that there are no more eigenvalues in the
range from -100 to -600. It is the nature of the inverse
iteration process that the eigenvalue closest to the spectral
shift point will be determined. This is -100 in the example.
Because of this property it is assumed that no other eigen-
value exists within ±200 of S, . (Otherwise it should have
been determined.) If the eigenvalue -100 is determined
from the shift point -300 then R„ is set to the maximum
value of the bandwidth. R
2
= -300 + (-300 - (-100)) = -500.
The next shift point is Sp = -400 (k0% down from the top.).
From the spectral shift point the higher eigenvalue, -600,
will be determined and a similar calculation for R.-, is
performed; R_ = -400 - (-600 - (-400)) = -200. The




-600 -500 -200 -100
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This is how a range is eliminated as being completely
covered. The range elimination test is
Is R
2
= < TOLRNG * R~ ? (TOLRNG = 1.0 - (.4*EPS))
and is intended to prevent missing a mode near the center
of the range when a shift point of 25% from the top or
bottom is used. (TOLRNG is set in subroutine INITAA.)
The first shift point, S_, in the second range,
(B), is -800, and assume further that the lower eigenvalue
of -600 has been determined (for the third time I!!). The
situation is as follows






-1,100 -1,100 -1,000 -900 -600
The next shift point (k0% down from the top as specified
by R_) is -900 = Sj.. From this spectral shift point assume
that an eigenvalue of -900 is determined. The partition
would then be
R— Ri. R-j R,
-1,000 -900 -900 -600 (Bl)
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Rh R, R~ R,
1 1 1
1
-1,100 -1,100 -900 -900
(B2)
with range (Bl) being immediately eliminated. The process
would be repeated with range (B2).
A range, or portions thereof, may be eliminated
because no real eigenvalue is found within the range, or
because an eigenvalue outside the range is found. Consid-
eration must also be given to the situation where ill-
conditioning would cause the primary scheme to fail and two
real eigenvalues might be determined by subroutine ITCPLX.
In deciding if an eigenvalue has been previously
determined when eliminating a range, consideration should
be given to the desired results of the problem. For example,
is it necessary to know all frequencies in a range even if
four of them differ by less than \%1 A set of parameters
(TOLLOW and TOLHI) determine the degree of separation that
defines individual eigenvalues and are presently set at
± 1/2$. They are set in subroutine INITAA. Thus, if two
eigenvalues differ by less than ± 1/2$ they are defined as
one eigenvalue.
Subroutine RANGER has incorporated an Aitkin
extrapolation to accelerate the convergence rate of the
eigenvalues. To further reduce computation time the
convergence criteria, EPSAIT, on the accelerated-
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eigenvalues Is different from the criteria, EPSVIB, for the
refined eigenvalues. EPSAIT should be commensurate with
the chosen separation criteria. EPSAIT is currently set
at .01 in subroutine INITAA.
Since the lowest frequencies are of most interest
the search scheme is biased toward the lower frequencies.
The shift points chosen first are in the lower portion
of the range. Second is the choice of vectors. For the
l
first vector the initial guess is all ones. Subsequently
the guess is the difference between the r and r-2 iterated
vector. The iterated vectors are richer in the lower modes
than the higher modes. (Consider the expansion of an
arbitrary vector in the set of othogonal eigenv ectors.)
This amounts to a pseudo sweeping technique. The actual
calculation of the difference of the two vectors is performed
in subroutine ITRATE. Figure 9 depicts the search scheme
schematic. The flowchart for subroutine RANGER is depicted
in Figure 1*J.
VI. SUBROUTINE ADJUST
Subroutine ADJUST is the second of the subroutines
involved in the frequency range search operation. (The
first was subroutine RANGER. ) Three main functions are
performed by this subroutine.
A. Newly determined eigenvalues and eigenvectors are
refined.















R, S 2 + d
IS R 2 >= R, ?
YES- RANG E IS
COVERED
R,
A A A A
R.
T T
DOES C = A OR T ?
N '
A A C C C C
FIGURE 9 SEARCH SCHEME SCHEMATIC
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performed including the range elimination test.
C. The situation of a complex conjugate pair or two
real eigenvalues, both in the range, only one in the range
or both outside the range, is handled in this subroutine.
In refining a newly determined eigenvalue, a new
shift point close to the subject eigenvalue is chosen.
How close is determined by the parameter TOLSHF (currently
set at 90?5) set in subroutine INITAA. A new vector is not
obtained and the iteration begins with the last obtained
vector. Figure 15 depicts the flowchart for subroutine
ADJUST.
VII. SUBROUTINE BTTM
Subroutine BTTM is one of tv:o minor subroutines
(BTTM and TOPPER) called in subroutine RANGER. The
function of BTTM is to determine the minimum eigenvalue of
the range. The initial shift point used is the lower bound
specified by the user in his input statement.
If a real eigenvalue cannot be found at the first
shift point a new shift point 10£ up the range is tried.
This continues until the range is completely covered or a
real eigenvalue is determined.
A form of the Aitkin extrapolation is used to
accelerate the initial convergence rate.
The vector convergence test is always performed in
this subroutine in determining the minimum eigenvalue.




Subroutine TOPPER operates in a manner analogous
to subroutine BTTM in determining the maximum eigenvalue
of the range.
The main differences are the initial shift point,
which is the upper bound specified by the user, and the
fact that the vector convergence test is not performed
unless specified by the user. The flowchart for subroutine
TOPPER is depicted in Figure 17-
IX. SUBROUTINE INITAA
Subroutine INITAA, called only in a vibration analysis,
sets the operating parameters of the program.
IBEGIN, IEND, IGO and ISTOP are do-loop begin and
terminate parameters to ease handling of the eigenvectors
as doubly and singly dimensional arrays.
The rest of the program is self-explanatory. See the
program listing. Figure 18 depicts the flowchart for
subroutine INITAA.
X. SUBROUTINE START
Subroutine START initializes iteration parameters
and the starting vector. The flowchart for subroutine
START is depicted in Figure 19.
XI. SUBROUTINE VECOUT
This subroutine controls the printed output for the
vibration analyses. Several operations are performed in
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addition to printing output.
A. The eigenvalues are converted to real time cycles
per second (Hz)
.
B. A check is made for imaginary frequencies.
. C. The double precision solution vector WV(I) is
mapped into single precision space prior to calling
subroutine OUTPUT which prints the solution vector.
Examples of all possible printed messages are presented




SUBROUTINE VIBERS ( *
)




COMMON BLOCKS: IBL2 5 IBL7,
BL100,BL101 } BLlCiJ,BLK2 J BLK3 J
BLK5,BLK8 3 BLK9 5 BLK10
/ WRITE (6,9999) /

























)0 ° J = 1
ASHIFT = -((SHFTPT(J,IVB)*
SMGL ( TV.'OPI ) *TEEO ) * * 2
)
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( IMPLICIT LOGICAL*! ($))
REAL* 8 SCALEW, SCALEX , SCALE3 , ZERODO , PTFIVE
,


























VREAL = OKEDO / SCALEW
VRE j L=VR] AL+] - , rsHF )

















VREAL = ONEDO / SCALEW
VREAL=VREAL+DBL ( ATSHF
)












SCALEW , SCALEX , SCALE 3 , SHALL , SUM , SUM1 ,TEMPV
,
TEMPW,TEMPX,TEMPY,TV:OPI,VREAL,VIMAG,WV,WT,
YV, YT , XV, XT , ZV, ZT , ZERODO
COMMON BLOCKS: IBL3 ,IBLl ,IBL5 ,IBL12 ,BL1
,
BL4 ,BL2 4 ,BL3^ ,BL10 4 ,BLK1,BLK2 ,BLK3 ,BLKl
,
BLK5,BLK6,BLK7,BLK8
DIMENSION ZV(4,200) ,ZT(1) ,ST(H) ,IPIVOT(l|)
,
INDEX ( 1,2), CLO ( 4 , 1| ) , CL1 ( 4 , H ) , CL2 ( H , 4 ) ,
WT(8l2),XT(8l2) ,YT(812)
EQUIVALENCE (FILL(l) ,ZT(1)) ,(FILL(9) ,ST(1))
,
(CLO (1,1) ,ZF1M( 1,1,1)) ,(CL1(1,1) ,ZF2M(1,1,D),
( VV (1,1), WT (!)),( XV ( 1 , 1 ) , XT ( 1 ) ) , ( YV ( 1 , 1 ) , YT ( 1 )
)
NJ = NJ + 1
NK = MK + 1
SCALE3 = SCA
SCALEX = SCALEW
DO 102 I = IGO,ISTOP
102 YT(I) = XT(I) I. LT. I STOP
I=ISTOP
figure 12. subrout:::: I ate flowchart
105

ADO 103 I = IGO.ISTOP
103 XT(I) = WT(I) I.LT.ISTOP
I=ISTOP
DO 104 I = IBEGIN,IEMD





i)=wv( j -, i ) *v:v( J ,203)














106 DO 3 I = 1,4
SUM = ZERODO
ZT(I) = WV(I,2)
DO 2 J = 1,4








DO 6 I = 1,4
<-
SUM = ZERODO
DO 5 J - 1,4
D




















DO 9 I = l, 2*
4r
SUM = ZERODO
DO 8 J = 1,
<--





J . LT .
4






DO 11 I = 1,4
i
SUM = ZERODO
DO 10 J = 1,4
SUM=SUM+D3LE(ZF2M(I,J,1))*ZV(J,KMAX)
10 m=SUM+dble(zf3M(i,J,i))*zv(j,kl)







1 ? CO 15 KK = I START, KMAX
Q
KK
K = KMAX1 - KK
KP1 = K. + 1





DO 14 I = 1,4
SUM = ZERODO




CTTT." = SUM + " TT ( T *•'")















DO 18 I = 1,4
SUM = ZERODO
DO 17 J = 1,4
r
17
SUM=-DBLE ( A ( I , J ) ) *WV( J , 3 ) +SUM
-DBLE(BEE(I,J).)*WV(J,2)
18




CALL MATINV (C , 4 , ST, 1 , DETERM , TPIVOT , INDEX , 4 , ISCALE)
DO 19 I = 1,4
WV(I,1) = DBLE(ST(I))









G20 DO 201 J = l,i|





DO 22 I = l,k
SUM = ZERODO
DO 21 J = 1,4
21 =SUM+DBLF. ( CL? (T 1))*7V(
i
1







MDO 25 I = 1,4
SUM = ZERODO
DO 24 J - 1,4
24 SUM = SUM+DBLE(CL1(I,J))*ZV(J,KL)
J=4
25 V/V(I,KMAX1) = SUM
1 = 4
VT71 i_t t. _?
DO 2 8 I = 1,4
SUM = ZERODO




I . LT . 4
L




27 SUM=SUM+DBLE(CLO(I,J) )*ZV(J 3 KL)
N












































R302 SUM = ZERODO
SUM1 = ZERODO
DO 303 I = IBEGIN,IEND




























DO 305 I = IG0,IST0P
*
WT ( I ) = V/T ( I ) * TEMPW





j* 1 A \
-\
31 NCONV = 1
VIMAG = ZERODO
DO 311 I = IGO,ISTOP
/\








DO 32 I = IBEGIN,IEND
DO 32 J = lJj






DC 33 I _ J- > M
_> J ZT(I) = EPSVEC*ZT(I)
1=1]
W





DO 34 I = IBEGIN,IEND





























< IMPLICIT LOGICAL*! T$7N
REAL* 8 ZERODO , PTFIVE , ONEDO , SMALL , VREAL
,
VIMAG, EPSVIB , EPSVEC , EPSAIT , SCALEW , SCALEX
,
SCALE 3 , OLDVR , OLDVI , RAD , TEMP , DELVR , DELVI
,






F } G , H , P , Q } U , VIV , XV , YV , XT
WT,YT,TWOPI
COMMON BLOCKS: BLK3 ,BLK4 ,BLK5 ,BLK6 ,BLK7
BLK8,BLK9,BLK10 } BL10i|
WT(8l2), XT(8l2) , YT(8l2) ADIMENSION







DO 5 II = 1,ITR1










DO n I = IGO, ISTOP
<
B = B + XT (3[) * XT(I)
C = C + XT (I) * YT(I)
D = D + XT(I) * WT(I)
F = F + YT(I) * YT(I)
G = G + YT(I) * WT(I)





E = B X SCALEX
E = C a SCALEX
D = D * SCALEX * SCALEW
G = G X SCALEX s SCALEW
U = C/B







Q = (G-E *ZC)/H







ZA = -P * ZB
VREAL = PTFIVE * ZA
RAD = ZA*ZA+4.DO*ZB
YES










^ (VREAL) \ NO
.LT. /\. l.D-13 yS
|YES
VREAL = SMALL
DELVR=DABS (( DABS (VREAL )
-
DABS ( OLDVR ) ) /VREAL
)
OLDVR=VREAL











































<^ IMPLICIT LOGICAL*! ( $ ) ^>





COMMON BLOCKS: BL24 ,BL100 ,BL104 ,BLK2 ,BLK3
,
BLK4 ,BLK5 ,BLK6 ,BLK7 ,BLK8 ,BLK9 ,BLK10 ,BLK13
XAITKN(WW,XX,YY)=WW-(((WW-XX)**2)/(WW+YY)-(2.*XX)))
BOTTOM=
- ( ( SHFTPT ( 1 , IVB ) * SNGL ( TWOPI ) *TEEO ) * * 2
)
TOP =
- ( ( SHFTPT ( 2 , IVB
)
s SNGL ( TWOPI ) *TEEO ) * * 2








FIGURE 14. SUBROUTINE RANGER(*) FLOWCHART
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BCALL BTTM(&9 5 &$_

















DELR (RANGE (1 4, 3) - RANGE (I*t ,2) )*TOLCLS
ASHIFT = RANGE (14 ,2) + DELR








3 n AT T qmr T7T1 ( )
H A T T OMATIRY
I


































































SUBROUTINE ADJUST (I ADJ ,*,*
)
<^ IMPLICIT LOGICAL*! ( $ ) J>
REAL* 8 ZERODO , PTFIVE , ONEDO , SMALL , VREAL
,
VIMAG






FIGURE 15. SUBROUTINE ADJUST ( I ADJ ,*,* ) FLOWCHART
13^

5 DO 2 J 1,4
/\




IP1 - I + 1







RET UP.; I 2












, 3 ) =ASHFUM- (RANGE ( 1 4 , H ) -ASHFUM)




















DIP1=T0LL0W*RANGE (14 , 1)































DO 10 I = 1,1
IM1 = IRGOLD + 2
DO 10 J = 14, IRGOLD
IM1 = IM1 - 1
IM2 = IM1 - 1









RANGE ( I 4, 3)=AREAL
RANGE (14 . 4) = AREAL
RANGE (I 4+1,1)=AREAL
RANGE (14+1, 2 )=AREAL
TRUE GO TO 5
FALSE













DIF4=T0LHI * RANGE (1 4, 4)
AREAL=SNGL ( VREAL)
BREAL=SNGL(VIMAG)
IF ( (BREAL . GE . DIF4 . AND . BREAL . LE . DIP3
)
.AND.





















IF ( ( AREAL . LT . DIF2 . AND . AREAL . GT . DIF3
)
.AND.















IF ( ( BREAL . LT . DIF4 . OR . BREAL . GT . DIF1
)
.AND.


















14 AREAL = BREAL



























<^ IMPLICIT LOGICAL*! ($) ^>
REAL* 8 ZERODO , PTPIVE , ONEDO , SMALL , VREAL
,




(COMMON BLOCKS: BL24 ,BLK4 ,BLK5 ,BLK6 ,BLK7
,








DELSHF = TOLUP * (TOP - BOTTOM)










NI = NI + 1
CALL START (1)
ASH IFT = BOTTOM
CALL PMATRX







TEMP 2 = DABS (TEMPI)








VREAL= ( 0NED0/TEMP1 ) +DBLE ( ASHFUM
)
ASHIFT= ASHFUM+TOLSHF* ( SNGL ( VREAL) -ASHFUM)
GO TO 11 YES
CALL PMATRX



















JUliuri - DU X JL u
' r\ ' t i t<
i'l T L>Ii.ijOJ
NO













































COMMON BLOCKS: BL24 ,BLK4 ,BLK5 ,BLK6 ,BLK7
,
BLK8 ,BLK9 ,BLK10 ,BLK12
SIZE(VR,VI)=-SNGL(DSQRT(VR*VR+VI*VI) )

























TEMP 2 = DABS (TEMPI)















VREAL= ( 0NED0/TEMP1 ) +DBLE ( ASHFUM
)





































































REAL* 8 ZERODO , PTFI\rE , ONEDO , SMALL , VREAL
,
VIKAG,EPSVIB,EPSVEC,EPSAIT,TV70PI,WV,XV,YV
COMMON BLOCKS: IBL1 , IBL2 , IBL4 ,IBL5 ,IBL7
,
IBL9 J IBL10,IBL12 J IBL13,BL6 J BL16,BL24 ,BL100,
BL102 ,BL104 ,BLK1 ,BLK3 ,BLK4 ,BLK8 ,BLK9 ,BLK10
,
BLK11,BLK12,BLK13,BLPL0T,BLDATA
<^ DIMENSION TITLE(l8) ^>








" 1 * T D
=: DBLE(EPS)
EPSVEC = DBLE(EPS)












BKL = KMAX - 1
KMAX1 = KMAX + 1
KMAX 2 = KMAX + 2
IBEGIN = 1
/^IBCINL \^NO

























I . LT . A
1 =DriL,m. uirui, x ; ;


























































DIMENSION WT(812) ,XT(8l2) ,YT(8l2)






















DO 2 I = IGO,ISTOP
ir
WT(I) = ONEDO I.LT.ISTOP
I=ISTOP





3 TEMP = ZERODO
DO k I = IGO,ISTOP
/
I.LT.ISTOP
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RECOMMENDATIONS ON USING SATANS-III
Selecting the program mode which determines the minimum
frequency for a given Fourier harmonic (circumferential
wave number), KEY1 = 0, causes the vector test to be per-
formed. . To determine the minimum eigenvalue without
performing the vector test, the supplied shift point program
mode should be used, KEY1 = 1, with the shift point set
to zero and KEY3'= 0.
The vector convergence test is intended for use only
when there is some difficulty experienced in extracting
a particular mode.
Three shift points per Fourier harmonic may be supplied
by the user, KEY1 = 3, on one card. The starting vector for
the first value is all ones. The starting vector for the
one or two subsequent values is determined by the pseudo
sweeping technique developed for subroutine RANGER. How-
ever, if one of those values is zero, the starting vector
will be all ones. Three shift points enable a difficult
mode to extract to be bracketed.
In the frequency range search operation the user
supplies the upper and lower bounds of the range. In the
lower modes the iteration process is sensitive to the
choice of starting vectors. On infrequent occasions tempo-
rary convergence to one of two closely spaced eigenvalues
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might cause a mode to be missed. This may bs avoided by
making the convergence criterion very tight, using the
vector test and using a large number of iterations. This
is a high price to pay for the average case and the supplied
shift point mode of the program is a more economical
approach and the recommended course of action. The simul-
taneous determination of the mode shapes provides an easy
method of spotting if and which mode is missing.
Because the starting vectors are biased toward the lower
frequencies the range bounds supplied by the user may not
be the range actually searched by SATANS-III. The range
actually searhced is from BOTTOM to TOP as subsequently
determined by subroutine RANGER. If, for example, a user
specifies the range 1000 to 2000 Hz the bias toward lower
frequencies might cause the actual search range to be from
800 to 1500 Hz. For this reason it is recommended that at
least the upper bound be over-estimated to insure the
complete search of the desired range. A good rule of thumb
for the lower frequencies is an over-estimation of 50 to
100/J. If a range is very small it might be searched more
economically by the supplied shift method.
The only restriction on output is that only modal data
is available. Since only one harmonic at a time is involved
this was not thought to be a severe restriction. No matter
what the input value is NTHMAX is subsequently set to zero.
In plotting output it must be remembered that KMAX
must be less than 101.
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Some difficulty has been encountered in nondimension-
alizing and it is recommended that it not be employed.
To avoid this difficulty set SIGO, ELAST, TKN and CHAR
(input card three) to 1.0. Adjustments in the relative
magnitude of the shift point values may be made using TEEO.
It was discovered that using the Naval Postgraduate
School's IBM- 360 under OS/MVT, Release 18, and the catalogued
procedure FORTHCLG overflowed the linkage editor symbol
table. This was corrected by the specification PARM.LINK




SATANS-III INPUT CARD DATA GUIDE
Card Columns Format Item Example Meaning
1 1-72 18A4 TITLE Enter any 72 characters
2 1- 5 15 NO 1
2 6-8 L3 $DYNMC F
T
















$DYNMC = F for a static
analysis
.
$DYNMC = T for dynamic
or vibration analyses.
$VIBES = F for dynamic
and static analyses.
$VIBES = T for a
vibration analysis.
IMODE For no modal output
data.
1 For modal output data.
NDIMEN Dimensional output data
1 Nondimensional output
data.
NTHMAX 8 Summed solution will be
printed at NTHMAX
meridians, 0<=NTHMAX<=36,
Not applicable in a
vibration analysis.
Solution will be printed






solution will be printed.




Card Columns Format Item Example Meaning
36-^0 15 IBCINL -1
«ll-l|5 15 IBCFNL -1
46-50 15 KMAX 25
51-55 15 MNMAX
56-60 15 MAXM




If the shell has a pole
at the first station.
If the shell does not
have a pole at the
first station.
If the shell has a pole
at the last station.
If the shell does not
have a pole at the
last station.
The number of meridional
stations. KMAX<201
If plots are desired
KMAX<101.
The number of Fourier
series coefficients used
to describe the Initial
conditions, pressure
and thermal loads.
Not applicable in a
vibration analysis.
The number of Fourier
series coefficients used
in describing the solu-
tion. MAXM>=MNMAX,
MAXM<11 and MAXM * KMAX
<201.
Not applicable in a
vibration analysis.
For a linear analysis.




For a dynamic analysis




Not applicalbe in a
vibration analysis.
The number of load step
size reductions In a
static analysis. Recom-
mended range is 2-4.
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Card Columns Format Item Example Meaning
For a dynamic analysis.
Not applicable in a
vibration analysis
2 71-75 15 ITRMAX 1 For a linear analysis.
30 Maximum number of iter-
ations at a load or
time step or for a
frequency. Up to 30
for a nonlinear analysis
and 99 for a vibration
analysis. Adjust as
desired.
2 76-80 15 IC Initial conditions. Set
to for a static analy-
sis, or for a dynamic
analysis for a shell at
rest at T = 0.
1 For a dynamic analysis
with initial conditions.
3 1-12 E12.3 NU 0.3 Poisson's ratio, v.
3 13-24 E12.3 SIGO 1000.0 Reference stress level,
°o
1.0 If the input data is
dimensional
.
3 25-36 E12.3 ELAST . 3E8 Reference modulus of
elasticity, E .
* ' o
1.0 If the input data is
dimensional
3 37-^8 E12.3 TKN . 4E-2 Reference thickness, h ,
1.0 If the input data is °
dimensional.
3 49-60 E12.3 CHAR 8.6 Characteristic shell
dimension, a.




Card Columns Format Item Example Meaning
61-72 E12.3 TEEO 0.0
.966E-5
10.0
For a static analysis.
Reference time, T for5 o
a dynamic analysis.
Nondimensionalizing
time in a vibration
analysis. Select in
accordance with Eq (2)
1-12 E12.3 DELOAD 0.2
8E-7
13-24 E12.3 EPS 01
For a static analysis
DELOAD is the load incre-
ment. It remains un-
changed until the solu-
tion fails to converge
in ITRMAX iterations.
It is then reduced by a
factor of five. A max-
imum of LCHMAX reductions
will occur before the
program terminates.
For a dynamic analysis
DELOAD is the nondir.en-
sional time increment.
LSMAX such time incre-
ments are made.








terion may be desired.
Include as many cards 5 as necessary to specify the NTHMAX
meridians. If NTHMAX = then card 5 is OMITTED.
1-72 6E12.3 10.0 A list of circumferential
coordinates , G , in degrees
and tenths, at which the
solution will be printed.
There must be at least
NTHMAX entries.




Cards 6 through 2 3 describe the boundary conditions at the
first and last stations. The boundary conditions exist on
the total variables, not on the individual harmonics. If
IBCINL = -1 (an initial pole) then OMIT cards 6 through 14,
inclusive. If IBCFNL = -1 (a final pole) then OMIT cards
15 through 23, inclusive. Loadings specified through the
edge boundary conditions are taken in the zeroth harmonic
only. The column matrix {£} is set to zero for all other
harmonics. The boundary conditions are dimensional. The
format of cards 6 through 23 is 4E16.8.
















































Card Column Format Item Example Meaning
24 1- 2 L2 $PLOTS F
T




24 3- 4 L2 $MODAL F
T
Indicates plots are for
summed solutions only
Indicates plots are for
modal solutions only.
For the remainder of card 24 entries, indicates that no
plots are desired for the particular item, and 1 indicates
that they are desired. All graphs are plotted as the in-
dicated item versus the station number. If a complete plot
is desired, insure that IFREQ = 1.
L Plot the radii as computed
by subroutine GEOM.
L Plot p'/p as computed by
subroutine GEOM.
L Plot w^ as computed by
subroutine GEOM.
Plot oj„ as computed by
subroutine GEOM.
Plot wj, ascomputed by
subroutine GEOM.
Plot the stiffness d
as computed by sub-
routine BDB.
Plot the stiffness d
as computed by the
subroutine BDB.
Plot the stiffness db/dc
as computed by subroutine
BDB.
Plot the stiffness dd/dc
as computed by subroutine
BDB.
Plot the normal component
of the pressure load.
24 5- 6 12 IRADII
24 7- 8 12 IGAMMA
24 9-10 12 IOMEGS
24 11-12 12 IOMEGT
24 13-14 12 IDEOMS






































IPS 1 Plot the meridional com-
ponent of the pressure
load.
IPT 1 Plot the circumferential
component of the pressure
load.
ITT 1 Plot the thermal load.
IMT 1 Plot the thermal moment.
IDTT 1 Plot d/d? of the thermal
load.
IDMT 1 Plot d/dc of the thermal
moment
.
INS 1 Plot the meridional mem-
brane force distribution.
INTH 1 Plot the circumferential
membrane force distri-
bution
INSTK 1 Plot the meridio-
circumferential membrane
force distribution.
IQS 1 Plot the transverse
force distribution.
IMS 1 Plot the meridional
moment distribution.
IMTH 1 Plot the circumferential
moment distribution.
IMSTH 1 Plot the meridio-
circumferential moment
distribution.
IU 1 Plot the meridional
displacement distribu-
tion.





Card Column Format Item Example Meaning
24 55-56 12 IW 1
24 57-58 12 IPHIS 1
24 59-60 12 IPHIT 1
24 61-62 12 IPHI 1









Cards 24A and 24B are only included in a SATANS-III
vibration analysis and then only when $VIBES is TRUE. If
$VIBES is FALSE (no vibration analysis to be performed)
then cards 24A and 24B are OMITTED.
24A
24A
1- 5 15 IVIBES 4 The number of vibration
analyses = the number
of cards 24b to be
included.
6- 9 4F1.0 DIAG 1110
24A 10-25 F16.8 EPSVEC l.E-4
24a 26-30 15
The elements of the
diagonal of the mass
matrix mu-bar. The 4th
element is subsequently
automatically set to 0.
Vector test convergence
criterion. If EPSVEC is
left = 0.0 it is sub-
sequently automatically
set to EPS (card 4)
.
ITR2 50 ITR2 is a trouble-
shooting aid. If ITR2 is
entered every ITR2 iter-
ation the Rayleigh quotient
eigenvalue will be printed.
If ITR2 is left = it
is subsequently automa-
tically set to print the
next to last solution in
the event of non-convergence
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Card Column Format Item Example Meaning
Include one card 2^B for each vibration analysis desired.
The analyses are done one harmonic at a time and all input
information is stated on one card per harmonic. The total
number of cards 2^B = IVIBES. The information is stored
in tv.'o arrays of three elements each, KODVIB(J,K) and
SHFTPT(J,K) where J=l(l)3 for the Kth analysis and
K=1(1)IVIBES.
2MB 1- 5 15 KEY1 The lowest frequency in
the circumferential
Fourier harmonic mode





1,2, or 3 1,2 or 3 shift points
are supplied by the user.
Vector convergence test
not performed unless so
specified.
4 A frequency range search
will be performed for the
mode specified by KEY2 .
2^B 6-10 15 KEY2 8 The Fourier harmonic in
the circumferential di-
rection for which the
vibration analysis will
be performed.
2*JB 11-15 15 KEY3 The vector convergence
test will not be per-
formed if KEY1=1,2,3 or
4.
1 The vector convergence
test will be performed.
2*IB 16-30 F15-8 1.E2 If KEYl-1,2 or 3 this is
the first shift point.
If KEY1=1 this is the
lower bound of the fre-







Card Column Format Item Example Meaning
24B 31-45 P15.8
2Hb 46-60 F15.8
2.E4 If KEY1=2 or 3 this is
the second shift point,
If KEY1=4 this is the
upper bound of the
frequency range search,
Units are Hz (CPS)
.
4.E3 Applicable only if
KEY1=3 in which case




25 1- 2 12 IRNAGN
1
Indicates this is the
only run by the program.
Indicates another run
by the program is to
be made. Another set
of input data cards
must be supplied. The
user supplied sub-
routines remain the
same. The new set of








To use SATANS-III the user must supply 6 programs.
The first is a simple 6 card main program that passes
control to SATANS.
The second, subroutine GEOM, computes the nondimensional
geometry functions of the shell. The correspondence between
the nondimensional geometry functions and FORTRAN variables
is as follows:
DEL = A = S
T
/(a(KMAX-l))
R(K) = pK = (r/a) K




















for K = 1(1)KMAX
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The third, subroutine BDB, computes the nondimensional
stiffness quantities b, b', d and d'. Correspondence















D = d„ = /C
2
E dc/((l-v 2 )E h 3 )





The last three subroutines, PLOAD, TLOAD and INITL
compute the nondimensional loads applied to the shell,
thermal loads applied to the shell and, in the case of a
dynamic analysis, the initial conditions on z and rrr- .
Details on these subroutines are given in Refs. 1 and 2.
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